2005 dodge neon alternator fuse location

Lake Chevy helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in
the interior fuse box of your Dodge Neon in addition to the fuse panel diagram location.
Electrical components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows
all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown
out. If your Neon is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses first,
because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Dodges have multiple
interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the interior fuse
box of your Neon is located. If your Neon has many options like a sunroof, navigation, heated
seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses, so make sure you
check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you need to replace a
blown fuse in your Neon, make sure you replace it with one that has the same amperage as the
blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in question doesn't work, we
recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They should be able to
figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some other problem
with your Neon. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things
on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars
on the road. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter
the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset
development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on
these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be
relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair.
Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos
showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Seal minor power steering fluid leaks. See how
to seal up minor power steering fluid leaks. Replace reverse light. White light when you back up
- yup, they burn out and you can replace them with bright LEDs. Replace the front turn signal. If
your blinker doesn't blink, or blinks rapidly, you likely have a burnt out bulb. Replace your air
filter! Isn't efficiency great? See all videos for the Dodge Neon. We have a massive and growing
video library, but we don't have everything Quick links. Ad blocker detected: Our website is
made possible by displaying online advertisements to our visitors. Please consider supporting
us by disabling your ad blocker on our website. The 2nd Gen Board is for general questions
regarding the second generation of Neons - current. Rumors, hints, tips-and- tricks, and all
general maintenance and repair questions belong in this forum , as well as beginning
modification queries. It will drive perfectly. It never died on me while driving it. Never had any
serious problems out of it. Pulling the terminal pos or neg off of the battery causes the car to
cut off. Some days, the car will turn over slower when starting, which obviously leads me to
think it's either battery drain, or not enough of a charge. I've measured the voltages numerous
times, and here's where it stands: Idle: The gauges jump like crazy, all of the indicator lights
flash check engine, trac, battery, oil etc windshield wipers come on, dome light flickers. If you
turn on the headlights, they flicker. If you reattach the cable, everything goes back to normal,
and the battery light comes on of course. This is the only time it has ever come on. I've owned a
1st gen, and we have a 2nd gen that's a also. Both could run without a battery no problem. I
know the 1st gen has a separate voltage regulator. The will stay at The only other electrical
problem we've found was that the 10A horn fuse kept blowing every once in a while if it was
honked via myself, or the remote. Using a 15A now and haven't had any other problems with
that. I've been racking my brain for months doing hours of research, finding schematics,
cleaning grounds, replacing cables. So now, here's the extensive list of attempted fixes: Engine
Fixes: 1. Changed the alternator had original check and passed all tests. Replaced the computer
since the voltage regulator is supposed to be in there. Changed spark plug wires and spark
plugs. Checked all fuses and relays. Using schematics, checked all major wires for continuity,
and as many ground wires as I could from the fuse box to sensor connections including the
connector from the alternator to the computer and ASD relay, fuel injectors, computer
connectors, etc. Rewired some grounds under the hood, and added a new ground to the hole on
the passenger side, just above the headlight. Pulled all fuses and relays, except the ones that
didn't allow the car to start. Checked for parasitic drains Only led me to the computer staying on
a little while after shutdown. Checked the fuel pump connections but have not replaced it.
Checked the Intake temp, and ambient air temp sensors to see if they worked unplug them and
see if it throws a check engine light. They did. This did not change the voltages. Unplugged the
horn and removed fuse If this had a short, I was not able to find it yet. Interior Fixes: 1. Removed
old radio heard it was possible that it causes drain 2. Checked all fuses. Pulled all fuses except
ones that didn't allow the car to start. Remove the instrument cluster. Replaced headlight switch
foglights wouldn't stay on. Cleaned the 2 grounds that are just under the radio behind the dash.
Changed window switches. Checked grounds in the trunk for tailights? That's all I can

remember. I'm running out of ideas. As far as I can tell, everything on the car was original.
Would it be a possibility that the fuel pump has a bad ground? I've never had any problem with
the car cutting out or stalling. It has great pickup. I'm hoping to get this solved because it
seems to be getting worse as the weather is getting colder, and I'm afraid when winter hits, one
day it will not start. NOTE: I do not have a battery temp sensor. Only the Intake, and Ambient air
temp sensors. Any help is appreciated. RIP: Plymouth Neon - 2. You were more lucky on the
older neons than the You risk frying every electrical part by running it without the battery
connected. If it is charging OK with the battery, leave well enough alone. If you reattach the
cable, everything goes back to normal,. Does your car have the battery thermal guard? It is a
wrap that fits on the battery. I looked in Chrysler's Techconnect, the service info says that there
should be a battery temp sensor fitted in the thermal guard. If the guard is missing, or the
sensor is missing, that is likely your cause for the problem. The charging system goes into a
limited charging mode when there is a problem with the sensor. I don't understand why there's
no trouble codes for the missing sensor, but there should be. Btw, all Neons from 95 to 05 have
the voltage regulator in the pcm. Given to my brother. Was told it went to the junkyard in , with
more than , miles on it. World first 3. Click here for more information in my project log niceguy
wrote: Jerk. GasFlavoredSoda wrote: I learned a lesson about sticking something in where it
doesn't really belong. If it still discharges, the drain is in the battery. AutoX SRT4. Now, if you
happened to be reading a Mega Squirt thread, you might have related that to an external VR,
because most that run MS just re wire for the VR i referenced in my Cordoba story. If it sees a
fault, it will turn on the battery light, the check engine light, and set codes. Basically, what
happens when the cable is pulled off, the pcm sees a drop in the battery voltage and cranks the
duty cycle of the alt field up to try to bring the voltage up within specs. If you had pulled the
cable off, then quickly put it back on, the pcm saw the battery voltage come back up, and
throttled the duty cycle back down. Also, when a fault resolves itself, the pcm can and does turn
the lights off. Some get cleared right away, some get cleared after so many key cycles starts.
One thing always happens with the codes, when the car is off, and the battery is disconnected,
any codes stored will be cleared out of the pcm's memory. Edit; i have a 95, and the regulator is
within the pcm. Way ahead of its time. GM and Ford only recently added this feature. Many
imports still don't do this. I don't have my voltage to temperature chart handy, but at warmer
degree plus temps, you might only be charging At sub-freezing temps they go as high as I don't
think you have an alternator problem. It would otherwise be a very expensive fix for the average
vehicle owner. To the rest of us, we would just pick up the pigtail and the external regulator, and
deal with the potential CEL. Last edited by superb on Wed Nov 04, am, edited 1 time in total. I've
been using my Torque app, and it's been showing a voltage range between I have a voltage
gauge inside the car, and the gauge was showing about a quarter, to half a volt less. For
example, if the voltage straight from the battery was The gauge runs off of the ignition wire. I
assume this is just the voltage drop across the system. If anyone can confirm this, that would
be great. It would be an indication of something weird, and I can start tracing it down. I pulled
the fuse inside the car for the interior lights and cluster which also seems to run the remote
keyless entry and door locks , and that stopped the interior draw. So the fuel injectors, ignition
coil, the noise suppressor on the head, O2 sensors, fuel pump, transmission neutral switch, all
of the connectors on the computer. It still shows a draw. Otherwise, the only thing I can guess
is that something in the ASD relay is shorting to ground, and showing a current draw. Pay
special attention to alternator case ground. Actually for a P code that you didn't say you had
What Pcodes DO you have? What ambient temp does your ECU think you are now? What is the
target Voltage that the ECU is trying to output vs what is actually being output? Each is a on a
circuit you are concerned with. Turn the ignition off. NOTE: The battery must be fully charged.
Start the engine. Allow the idle to stabilize. Is the Target Charging Voltage above All Yes!
Ignition on, engine not running. Is the voltage above 0. Warm the engine to operating
temperature. Measure the voltage between the Generator case and Battery ground post. Go To 4
4 Turn the ignition off. Disconnect the Generator Field harness connector. Using a volt test
light, jumper it across the Generator Field harness connector. Does the test light illuminate
brightly and flash on and off? Replace the Generator. Go To 5 5 Turn the ignition off. Using a
volt test connected to battery voltage, probe the Z1 Gen Field Ground circuit in the Generator
Field harness connector. Does the test light illuminate brightly? Go To 6 No! Repair the open in
the Z1 Gen Field Ground circuit. Disconnect the PCM harness connector. Is the voltage above 1.
Repair the short to voltage in the K20 Gen Field Control circuit. Go To 7 7 Turn the ignition on.
Is the resistance below ohms? Repair the K20 Gen Field Control circuit for a short to ground.
Go To 8 8 Turn the ignition off. Measure the resistance of the K20 Gen Field Control circuit from
the Generator Field harness connector to the appropriate terminal of the special tool Is the
resistance below 5. Go To 9 No! Repair the open in the K20 Generator Field Control circuit. For

the 1. The charging lamp will come on if either the inlet air temperature, coolant temperature, or
vehicle speed sensor fail. If one of these sensors fail the charging system will default to This
temperature data, along with data from monitored line voltage ASD voltage sense circuit , is
used by the PCM to vary the battery charging rate. This is done by cycling the ground path to
control the strength of the rotor magnetic field. The PCM then compensates and regulates
generator current output accordingly to maintain system voltage at the targeted system voltage
based on battery temperature. So you do have the PDF service manual right? First start of the
morning after sitting for 2 days was a slow start, so I know the voltage was drained. It seem to
be charging around 14V constantly most of the day to account for degree weather. But I assume
the constant 14 volts just gave the battery a good boost. So I will see what happens in the
morning. It should be around 30 degrees for tonight. Thanks again for everyone's help and
information. I like the car, and it's really hard to find SRT-D's. I would love to start getting
custom upgrades for it, but with the voltages acting up, plus the EVAP throwing the CEL, I
decided not to do anything major until I get the bugs sorted out first. My saying is: "Your car
may look nice, but breaking down on the side of the road doesn't look nice at all. Where i'm at,
right now it is about 35F, with a wind chill of 28F. I decided to unplug everything again. Of
course, it still showed a drain which I was going to illustrate in pictures, but i'll get right to the
point. I was about to figure out how to disconnected the giant connector under the driver side
dash C I believe in the schematics , when I saw the fuse hooked to ODBII port. I remember
seeing this fuse before, but never knew what it went to exactly. I assumed it energized the OBD
port. Once I unhooked it, the drain from the ASD went away. It's a pink 3 Amp fuse. Here's what
it looks like: Before I try to disconnect this, does anyone know what it's for exactly? Or is it
some custom crap someone left behind? Sorry for the craptastic phone pics. If need be, I can
get more with a real camera Another Update : Just answered my question. I put all the fuses
back in, and started the car. Read the ODB port fine. Charging voltage as I speak is around
Startup voltages were still below 12 volts. I put in the newer battery yesterday, and the voltages
at startup are a lot better, and above 12 volts. No more slow turn overs so far. I will check
voltages tomorrow morning before startup. Otherwise, I will probably get a new battery. I will
check out those wires this weekend, and see where they go. It looks to be an Enfotrace GPS
tracking device. Interesting find. Will post pics later. Other news, voltage after sitting overnight
was around This is good, but I will look into getting a new battery. Theirs are usually magnetic
mounted tho. When we bought our '96, the seller had to remove the tracking device he had
installed, to keep track of where his daughter took the car. It had an engine kill feature, so he
could always bust her when it was somewhere she wasn't supposed to be. She would then have
to own up, and call Dad for help, because the car wouldn't start. And he couldn't figure out why
she hated the car. Who is online Users browsing this forum: No registered users and 0 guests.
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ion Dodge Neon Chrysler Neon , produced from to Here you will find fuse box diagrams of
Dodge Neon , get information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn
about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout. The fuse access panel is behind the end cover at
the left side of the instrument panel. To remove the panel, pull it out, as shown. A diagram
identifying the components and circuits is located on the inside of the cover. How to check the
fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. The
location and function of fuses in cars produced earlier may differ. Table of Contents. Underhood
Fuses Power Distribution Center. A label identifying the components and circuits is located on
the underside of the cover. Interior Fuses. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We use cookies
to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site
we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy.

